Choosing a Math RTI Intervention Focus

1. Administer Developmental Math Assessment (DMA)
   - K-2
   - 3 - 5

2. Analyze DMA using Math RTI Guidance Form

3. Identify the lowest grade level where there is an area of need.

4. Beginning with section 1, identify the earliest bolded foundational standard to begin intervention.

   - **K-2**
     * Rote Counting
     * Counting Objects & Writing Numbers
     * Place Value
     * Comparing Numbers
     * Addition & Subtraction

   - **3-5**
     * Place Value, Rounding, & Number Sense
     * Addition & Subtraction
     * Multiplication & Division
     * Fractions & Decimals

5. Choose an intervention from the RTI tab on the Elementary Math website to match your identified area of need.